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Cafe Rouge: Octo 2021
Cafe des Voix has launched and is up and
running now in Winnipeg! The first Cafe
was “Cafe Rouge” on October 27th at the
Crescent Fort Rouge United and was a
smashing success. A full audience and a
wonderful night of singers with a variety of
wonderful songs. (Photos thanks to Sandi
Howell)

The Next Cafe des Voix
The next Cafe Rouge at Crescent Fort Rouge
United is on November 17th. Rehearsals for
this Cafe are on Nov 15th and there are still 3
slots left if anyone would like to take one. Sign
up here: https://cafedesvoix.as.me/december
Other rehearsal dates:
November 15th (Crescent Fort Rouge)
https://cafedesvoix.as.me/november
November 21st (Gordon King United)
https://cafedesvoix.as.me/Nov-Gordies
December 6th (Crescent Fort Rouge)
https://cafedesvoix.as.me/december

Nice audience at the first Cafe Rouge!

December 19th (Gordon King United)
https://cafedesvoix.as.me/Dec-Gordies

GRATITUDE!
A huge thank you to
Duncan Sinclair who
has contributed to help
get Cafe des Voix going in
Winnipeg. Duncan is the
president of JazzYukon
and a close personal
friend
Donna Fillingham who is the force behind Cafe Rouge

Duncan’s contribution will go towards hiring
Winnipeg Bassist Gille Fornier for Nov CDVs!!

Singer Chad Celaire sings “The Nearness of You” and wows
the crowd.
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Now some helpful advice from the
incomparable Sophie Tucker
“I would start off with a
lively rag,
then would come a
ballad,
followed by a comedy
song
and finally, the hot song.
In this way, I left the
stage
with the audience
laughing their heads
off.”
-Sophie Tucker

In the planning stages:

Karin Plato Vocal Workshop Weekend

A weekend that starts with a Friday Night
concert by the Canadian jazz vocalist Karin
Plato.
Saturday and Sunday will offer various
workshops on different aspects of singing.

We are working on a lot things that we think
you’ll like!

Sunday evening there will be Jazz Vespers in
the Sanctuary. (a non-religious jazz service)

Workshops with Grant
In December and January Grant will be
offering several workshops via Zoom that
will focus on:
1. Building/Finding/Learning new
repertoire.
2. Tools available for learning and
practicing. (iReal Pro, Musescore)
3. Simple tricks to learning a song so
thoroughly it becomes yours.

We are hoping to be able to do this in Feb 2022.
Check out Karin’s website here:
https://www.karinplato.com/
Special Cafe des Voix Popup Shows
Offering Cafe des Voix performances at some of
the suitable venues around Winnipeg. If you
know of a Cafe, Lounge or Restaurant that
would lend itself to an evening of vocalists please let me know.

Podcast: The Voice
A monthly podcast for CDV singers that is
focused on learning new songs and spotlighting
various singers to learn from.
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Singer Spotlight

She wrote her wonderful Autobiography
“Some of These Days”, Hoover wrote her a
quote for the book. I recommend the book
- it’s one of those books you just can’t put
down.
You can read it online for free at
archive.org here:
https://archive.org/details/someoftheseda
yst011416mbp

Sophie Tucker’s theme song was Some
of These Days - a song written by
Canadian Composer “Sheldon Brooks”
Brooks was born in Amherstburg,
Ontario in 1886 and became a
vaudeville star in his own right.

Sophie Tucker is known as one of the
first “Jazz Singers” and from 1896 - 1966
she was as famous as Madonna or Lady
Gaga is today. She was known as “The Last
of the Red Hot Mamas” and for a time she
even had “Red Hot Mama Schools around
the US that taught young girls the tricks of
Hot Mama-ing”
The magic of Sophie Tucker is the way she
delivers a song. All you have to do is google
her and watch her perform - you are
instantly into the songs she sings (or
speak-sings in many cases)
She was a master entertainer.
She also has many recordings that you can
enjoy on Spotify or other streaming
services. She was prolific. And she lived to
be seventy-one years old and when she
died, she still had 76 weeks of touring
booked. She was all show biz.

Here is a recording of Sophie Tucker AND
Shelton Brooks together - doing the song
that has been a standard for the past 120
years.
_78_some-of-these-days_sophie-tucker-shel
ton-brooks_gbia0090352b_01_2.0_CT_EQ.m
p3
There are lots of videos on Youtube of
Sophie in action.
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Workshop!!!
iRealPro is a
wonderfully useful app
that will be one of your
best friends.
It costs $14.95 total
The learning curve is not too bad.
I will be giving a series of three workshops
on Zoom to teach people how to use this
great app for learning and rehearsing new
songs.
There is also a fabulous new documentary
made on Soph called
“The Outrageous Sophie Tucker”.
Find out more about it here:
http://www.sophietucker.com/
I have a copy and will plan a group watch
party via zoom in Dec.
Whatever you do - spend as much time
learning from Sophie Tucker as you can.
She will teach you how to deliver a song
better than anyone in the business.
Plus - she has some really funny songs!

Over the course of three one-hour zoom
sessions we will cover the basic functions of
iRealPro.
Week 1: Setting up your app and loading
the hundreds of standards and show-tunes
to your device. Plus basic functions.
Week 2: How to use the device to play the
songs in a wide variety of ways.
Week 3: How to enter your own songs into
iReal
Thursdays at 1:00pm - Dec 2, 9, 16th
On Zoom.
Sign up here:
https://cafedesvoix.as.me/iRealPro
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Don’t forget - we have Cafe’s in November.
Invite your friends and neighbours.
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